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Address Viasys Intelligent Video GmbH 
Werner-Heisenberg-Straße 4 
63263 Neu-Isenburg

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Viasys GmbH - Protection of PV-Powerplants with intelligent video technology. Viasys Intelligent Video GmbH is the software manufacturer of the
viasys video sensor technology. The core competence is a very efficient video sensor. Our strength is the motion caused alarm on a relevant base of
incidents (intruders, vehicles, etc.) - primary used in outdoor areas. Due to our video sensor technology outdoor areas, property borders or buildings
can be reliable protected. More than 8,500 of our video sensors are installed at industries and business customers (e.g. car dealers, logistics /
transports, water-works, do-it-yourself stores, consumer markets, etc.) Our concept for the protection of outdoor area PV-Powerplants with our high-
end video sensor consists of a perimeter protection (fence protection in connection with intelligent video technology) with motion caused image
switching to the professional services of an emergency hotline/service control centre. The viasys video alarm system is reporting incidents even before
something happens! The use of the viasys system makes an efficient reduction of internal and external security problems possible. Further expensive
techniques are not necessary. At the moment solar parks are reliable protected with our video alarm system a total 40 MWp, due to our high order
situation we will protect 100 MWp until the end of 2009.
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